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Abstract controlling the poloidal field fPF)in the HT一7U superconducting tokamak is critical 

to the realization of the mission of advanced tokamak research．Plasma start-up，plasma position， 

shape，current control and plasma shape reconstruction have been performed as a part of its 

design process．The PF coils have been designed to produce a wide range of plasmas．Plasma 

start—up can be achieved for multiple conditions．Fast controlling coils for plasma position inside 

the vacuum vessel are used for controlling the plasma vertical position on a short timescale．The 

PF coils control the plasma current and shape on a slower timescale．VX1(VME bus extensions 

for Instrumentation1 Bus system and DSP(Digital Signal Processor is a basic unit of the feedback 

control system)，the response time of which is about(2̂一4)ms．The basic unit of this system，the 

shape-controlling algorithms of a few critical points on plasma boundary and real—time equilibrium 

fitting(RTEFIT)will be described in this paper． 

Keywords：plasma control，VXI Bus，equilibrium，start—up，DSP 
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1 Introduction 

The HT一7U Superconducting Tokamak，as a na— 

tional project，is an advanced steady—state plasma 

experimental device which is being build in the 

ASIP P (Institute of Plasma Physics， Chinese 

Academy of Sciences 1．The mission of the HT一7U 

project is to develop scientific issues on the sustain— 

ment of a nonburning plasma scenario for the steady— 

state operation of next—generation advanced tokamak 

device，and to achieve engineering issues on estab— 

lishing a technology basis of superconducting toka— 

mak to support future reactors． The key physics 

issue of HT一7U is to operate at a high beta with 

improved plasma confinement and advanced power／ 
particle handling in steady—state plasmas【 tIT一7U 

is designed to have a long—pulse(～1000 s)operation， 

a flexible PF system)an auxiliary heating system and 

current—driving systems，and will be able to accom— 

modate heat loads of divertor that make it an attrac． 

tive test for the development of advanced tokamak 

operation mode．To obtain simultaneously these lea— 

tures will require a significant control capability．As 

a part of the larger plasma control strategy on HT一 

7U．the control of the poloidal magnetic field is cen— 

tral to these goals．This paper reports the progress 

achieved for HT一7U in this area．including plasma 

equilibrium and operation space：plasma start—up： 

dynamic simulations of plasma position)shape and 

current controlj and reconstruction of the plasma 

boundary from magnetic measurement． Extensive 

calculations of plasma equilibrium have been carried 

out fbr a-wide range of plasma parameters and oper— 

ation consl raints to guarantee that the poloidal field 
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Fig．1 HT一7U pblodial field control system 

(PF)coils can produce all plasma of interest 

Based on the design scheme of HT一7U poloidal— 

field control system ，an integrative design way will 

be used．Because the coils are of superconductivity} 

the voltage on the poloidal coils cannot be too high 

and the frequency cannot be changed too fast．All 

these factors must be considered in the control sys— 

te
．

rn design．In the system model}the current in the 

p01oidal coils is made up of preset program current 

and relatively small feedback current SO as to de— 

termine the relationship of plasma shape parameters 

with time． As a ke3，part of the control system in 

the HT一7U superconducting tokamak，it determines 

directly whether the experiment will be successfully 

implemented．But in order to meet the need for a 

strict real time(the response time less than 2 ms)and 

a much large matriX operation，some special meth— 

ods must be adopted．This paper Will give a detailed 

jntrodt1ct on 
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2 The components of the HT一 

7U poloidal field control 

system 

The poloidal field control system consists of 

plasma setup long time digital|analog compos— 

ite integrator}plasma shape and current control etc． 

Fig．1 shows the frame of the system． 

2．1 Plasm a setup 

Ideally．the initial conditions of a tokamak prior 

to plasma breakdown consist of a vessel filled with 

neutral gas and a purely toroidal magnetic field The 

breakdown is initiated by applying a toroidal electric 

field．Because of natural background radiation and 

cosmic rays，a few free electrons are present and will 

be accelerated by the electl‘ic field along the toroidal 

magnetic field lines．These electrons will be collided 
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wj Ch neutra1 atoms to ionize these neutrals．A chain 

reaction takes place until all neutrals are ionized．In 

the reallire there are two main reasons that will slow 

down the chain reaction．First of all，the radiation 

of ionized plasma usually causes an energy loss．In 

order to continue the ionization，the ohmic power 

dissipation proportional to the square of the applied 

electric field must exceed the radiation loss propor- 

tional to the effective charge Zeff Thus both the 

increased applied electric field and decreased Zeff are 

of advantage to the breakdown．Electrons loss from 

the plasma is the second reason for slowing down the 

chain reaction． The ionized length of an electron， 

i．e．the typical length of the trajectory between two 

ionizing collisions，decays exponentially with the in— 

creased electric field．The reconnected length is the 

typical length of the trajectory of an electron be— 

tween its formation(ionization)and its loss from the 

plasma． 

It appears that both factors resulting in the break— 

down can be overcome simply by increasing the 

toroidal electric field strength． However，there are 

two effects to hinder such an increase，they are： 

·a large electric field implying a large consump— 

tion of the flux capacity of the transformer core． 

Since this capacity is limited，the consumption in the 

breakdown phase will influence the maximum dura— 

tion of the ohmic plasma current； 

·a large electric field giving rise to the produc— 

tion of so—called runaway electrons，which is gener— 

ally considered to be unwanted． 

The other options to improve the conditions of 

breakdown are the decreased Zefr and B 
． There 

are quite a number of techniques to decrease Zefr in 

HT一7U．Baking the vessel，glow discharge cleaning
， 

ICRF(Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency)cleaning 

discharge and pulse discharge cleaning are the tech— 

niques that can free absorbed and absorbed gases 

from the vacuum vessel：And additional techniques 

such as boronization
． siliconization and carboniza广 

tion are directed at the bonding of adsorbed atoms 

to the vesse1． The bonded atoms will never be re- 
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leased again，even under an extreme condition of a 

plasma discharge，which is especially successful in 

deoxidization．In Reference[2]descriptions of these 

techniques were given． 

BE is the effect of misalignment of the toroidal— 

magnetic—field coils with the eddy currents in both 

the vacuum vessel and the supporting structure The 

criterion of BE is severe：for HT一7U the allowed B 

of 7 mT corresponds to less than 0．05 percent of the 

toroidal field．The Bv can be decreased by an aCCU— 

rate adjustment of the position of the magnetic field 

coils and by a precise choice of the winding configu— 

rations for all magnetic field coils． 

The set—u p course of tokamak plasma is in fact a 

course of collided—ionization snow—slide． W hen the 

quantity of ionized electrons is larger than that of 

the lost electrons，the snow—slide will occur and the 

plasma is set up．The course of collided—ionization 

was well described by the TOW NSOND snow—slide 

model，because there are very little free electron on 

the condition of weak pre—ionization [3】
． So for e1ec— 

tron plasma l，= 9 x 10sEr一 1
．
7 x 106 E The to- 

tal electron loss is mainly composed of diffision loss
， 

difnJsion—induced excursion lOSS，and excursion lOSS 

caused by device．varied field．The formulas for the 

ratio of these losses is given below respectively： 

·Diffusion loss ratio：r／n = 3×10 Er a B 
， 

·Excursion loss ratio：仉=7×(争4-400)争 1， 
·Excursion loss ratio caused by device—varied field： 

= 3．5× l0 Er

百

Bz 1
， 

where Er( cm)= ／2~rR is the induced e／ec- 

tric field，a(cm)，R(cm)is the plasma minor radius 

and major radius，respectively， is the loop voltage 

B(T)is the intensity of vertical magnet，B。(T)is the 

intensity of device—varied field
， P(Pa)is the pressure 

of charge．By introducing the HT．．7U design param．． 

eters(a= 50 cm，R： 190 cm，B = 2 T1 into the 

above formulas，it is clear that the error field will 

affect the plasma breakdown however
， if Er= 0 005 

V／crn，and Bz 7 x 10_。T，the breakdown will oc— 

CUr successfully in accordance with HT一7U poloidal 
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Fig．2 Typical lowloop voltage tokamak startup wave ICRF and LHW  assistance 

field design，because the error field in the plasma re— 

gion is less than 5× 10一。T． 

In fact，there are impurity particles affecting the 

course of plasma breakdown，the ionization ratio is 

directly proportional to ze and inversely propor— 

tional to Er． The plasma quality will be poor if 

there are too many impurity particles in the vacuum 

vesse1．In the PF coil design，with an inductive elec— 

tric field at startup stage limited to a value of Er≈ 

0．005 V／cm．the low loop voltage tokamak st artup 

experiment has been tested in HT．．7 superconduct．． 

ing tokamak[4]_With the assistance of ICRF and 

LHW (Lower Hybrid Waves)the low ramp—up rate 

of the plasma current：typically d6,／dt～0．15 MA／s 

was obtained in the experiments．After adjusting the 

pre—fill and error field which are necessarv for these 

experiments，a SUCCESSful ICRF f 150 kW)一and LHW 
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f200 kW)一assisted startup with E≈0．005 V／cm Was 

achieved in the HT一7 superconducting tokamak．Fig
． 

2 shows the waveform of a typical shot with low— 

loop—voltage startup with the ICRF and LHW assis— 

tance． The constant preset current ramp rate had 

been maintained(E≈0．005 V／cm)until the final 

flattop value of ID～ 0．1MA was reached at a time 

of t～ 700 ms．This technology will guarantee the 

safety of PF coils during the HT一7U operation pe— 

rj0d 

2．2 Design of a long—time digital 

analog com posite integrator 

Long～time integrator is one of the key devices of 

the PF control system．The measured magnetic sig．． 

nals of the tokamak must．transDr from differentia1 

———] —_厂_————— _ 
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Fig．3 Long—time D／A composite integrator hardware frame 

coefficient to integral via the integrator．In the case 

of HT一7U，the analog integrator cannot be used，be— 

cause of temperature—induced drift and unbalanced 

voltage． The full digital integrator is not only ex— 

pensive but also poor in anti-jamming，and it is dif- 

ficult to be applied in a steady—state tokamak．An 

analog and digital—combined method is designed for 

the composite integrator，which can provide a long— 

time integral with a lower(almost zero)drift．The 
basic idea of the method is that the signal is sent 

to two analog integrators with same parameters，in 

which both of them can measure signal plus drift in 

all_alternate mode at a regular time interval，that 

is to say，within a given time interval，one works to 

measure sign al plux drift．while simultaneously the 

other works to measure drift only．And next time，by 

turns，they will make exchange of the role they have 

played between themselves．And then all signals sent 

to A／D conversion board 

which a spec ific program 

are managed by DSP，by 

is required to obtain the 

calculated result without drift． Then the data are 

fed into two paths：one is led to a real—time display 

monitor，the other is to a storage SO that they can be 

written into file to be kept in the archives and simul— 

taneously sent to the power supply control system 

fOr the feedback control in real time．Fig．3 shows 

the basic hardware fralTle ofthe facility． 

2．3 The plasma shap e and current 

control on HT一7U 

The discharge shape of HT一7U tokamak is regu— 

lated by controlling the currents in the 12 poloidal 

field coils．The current in each coil is controlled by 

a separate power supply，SO the power supply com— 

mands must be generated in each computation cycle 

of feedback system．About 100 magnetic diagnostic 

signals are digitized to provide input data．The con— 

trol algorithm uses a predetermined linear mapping
， 

implemented with a matrix multiplication between 

the input data and the discharge shape to determine 
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the diffefence between the actual shape and the de- 

sired shape．In each cycle of the control system)one 

hundred of input are used to compute errors in the 

1 2 aspects of the discharge shape that are to be con— 

trolled，and the values of the poloidal beta and in— 

ternal inductance are used to choose the appropriate 

linear mapping．The errors are then used to compute 

the commands for the poloidal field power supplies． 

The control current in the coils will not be high be— 

tween the error of the plasma shape and the defined 

range)so we can restrict the shape and the current 

of the plasma to our anticipated state in each control 

cycle．The optimal value of the PID controller pa— 

rameter is determined by the simulation．The main 

goal of this system is to realize the control matrix
． In 

other words)by using the error control method
)
the 

control matrix could be got by different parameter 

control arithmetic． According to the design model 

of HT一7U plasma shape and current．the control re— 

suit and the respond time completely depend on the 

precision and speed of solving the control arithmetic
， 

which will be realized by the use of advanced hard— 

ware at present such as high—speed VXI bus machine
， 

embeded computer and DSP technology
． 

2．3．1 The principle of choosing the hardware 

wit h t he PF control system 

Tokamak is just like a simplified transformer，in 

which the primary side is the poloidal field coils with 

various currents and the other side is a cylindrical 

loop of plasma current with a distribution profile
． 

The aim of the PF control is to control the plasma 

current profile in accordance with the requirement of 

physics experiments． 

But up to now，there have been no reliable mea- 

surlng methods to measure the distribution of the 

plasma current profile
，
the only way is to use the 

experimental data from measured magnetic signals 

to reconstruct the flux surface． According to the 

plasma equilibrium analysis theory
)feedback control— 

ling arithmetic is given to get stable numeric results 

based on the linearity repeat according to the physi
一  
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cal principle．Every linearity repeat needs 10 seconds 

on HP一235 Unix workstation to perform a(30~100) 

×10 matrix operation depending on the precision 

required Such an operating speed cannot satisfy 

the need of real—time control and we must design 

hardware carefully)because the respond time must 

be less than 2 ms according to the experimental re— 

quirement．W hether the plasma shape and current 

feedback system can achieve a high speed in real time 

is based on solving such key problems as：(1)system 

control bus mode；(2)fast data transfer；(3)high— 

speed data disposal；(4)fast data exchange．In order 

to satisfy such requirement，we should consider ad— 

vanced system frame，flexible compatibility of hard— 

ware related operating systems and related applica— 

tion programs． 

a． The data transfer speed varies with bus mode
． 

The VXI bus is excellent not only in capability but 

also in stability)and can guarantee the PF control 

system always at the advanced level of the plasma 

contro1． 

b． In order to improve data transfer speed
，
the 

cable connection from the integrator to VXI bus con— 

trol case will assure digital signals transfer within l#s 

between the two devices． The reason for choosing 

such an original method is determined by the sys— 

tem response time)so that it can leave much time 

for data analysis of the system
． 

c． There are huge matrix operations on the er．． 

ror calculation in the control cycle
． For comparing 

the calculated result with the preset result
，
the error 

data will be sent through the PID controller under 

the condition that the error is within a given scope
． 

Due to huge repeated calculation
， the DSP proces— 

sor with a floating—point operation will be applied
． 

Good result cannot be achieved just by one DSP pro— 

cessor，so we adopt four DSP processors to calculate 

separately and pass through Motorola 68030 to the 

RAM and will be managed by embedded computer 

VXIPC一870／450． 

d． In order to assure system response time for 

HT一7U plasma feedback control system
，
a fast data 
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Fig．4 HT一7U plasma shape and current control system hardware flame 

exchange is needed The data exchange between the 

DSP processors and host computer is achieved by 

the local bus，with a data transfer ratio of 100 MB／s 

reached． 

2．3．2 PF control system hardware flame 

In Fig．4 is shown the hardware flame，in which 

the system consists of an embedded computer 

VXIPC一870／450(aS host computer)，a DSP board 

HP E1485C(including central CPU Motorola 68030) 

a 256 M memory，a DSP unit(Motorola 96002)，and 

an optic--isolated 64—·channel digital I／O board HP 

E1459A．There is a central processor on the DSP 

board}with which the data exchange speed can be 

improved and the multi—DSP task assignment and 

management performance improved．Because there 

is a CPU on the HP E1485C board the host com— 

puter is not in charge of the data exchange．In such 

a way the host computer will have enough time to 

analyze the error data and send the command to the 

power supply system ． 

2．3．3 The work flow chart for the PF 

control system  

The flow process of plasma shape and current con— 

trol system includes three parts：data readout}data 

transfer and data management．Data acquisition will 

adopt 500 K A／D boards，and there are eight analog 

input channels with a sampling precision of 12 bit， 

and a FIFO for each board．A time trigger is used 

to start a synchronized 100 channel data acquisition， 

and to integrate by the integrator in parallel}and 

then to send them to the VXI case．During the data 

transfer}a status signal is sent through the VXI bus． 

The central processor on the DSP board will detect 

the control line of the VXI bus，which will drive 1o— 

cal bus aS soon aS the status signal is got from the 

VXI bus and read the data from FIFO to the board 
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memor3，at the saiTle time it will start up a thread 

to detect another VXI status bus．The main func— 

tion of this thread is to quarantee the data sending 

into local bus until the host computer completes one 

control cycle，and the thread will be closed automat— 

ically after completing one control cycle．Meanwhile， 

the dat a will be sent from data bus(20～40)MB／s 

to each DSP unit memory(4 MB)in paralle1．The 

DSPs will operate in terms of prescribed arithmetic 

(it will be discussed in the third part of this paper)， 

and the Motorola 68030 of the DSP will be in charge 

of the results．Then the correct results will be sent 

to the embedded computer VXIPC一870／450 to be 

compared with the preset value． The error within 

the defined scope will be sent to poloidal field power 

supply through the local bus，otherwise it will do the 

cycle again． 

In this system，the main function of host computer 

is in charge of data acquisition，data storage and 

data transfer to data server via Ethernet，the cen— 

tral processor on the DSP board is in charge of data 

exchange and startup，management of DSP proces— 

sor．The single DSP processor is in charge of data 

disposa1． Every DSP operates with a parallel and 

independent arithmetic．As there is no communica— 

tion between DSPs，the advantage of the hardware 

have not been fully utilized．Therefore，a new arith— 

metic is under development．The arithmetic is based 

on two basic hypothesis：(1)The plasma equilibrium 

parameters cannot change too fast．(2)The last con— 

trol error can be used in the following several cycles． 

This arithmetic can be divided into two loops：one 

is the fast loop(<2 ms)and the other is the slow 

loop(about 60 ms)．The plasma can be controlled 

with the fast loop by feedback controlling and finely 

adjusted with the slow loop．The successful devel— 

opment of the arithmetic will improve the system 

response time)decrease the need for hardware and 

improve the capability／price ratio of the system． 

3 Arithm etic 

1452 

of equilibrium 

feedback control in real time 

一——■ 蘸 ■ j 

Optimum performance of tokamak discharge re— 

quires an accurate feedback control of many dis— 

charge parameters，the value of which must be ac— 

curately measured． The values of many discharge 

parameters such as the shape and safety factor pro— 

file，are not directly measured but can be evaluated 

from available diagnostic data，such as magnetic field 

and flux measurements．The most complete evalua- 

tion comes from a least squares fit of the diagnostic 

data according to the Grad—-Shafranov model describ·- 

ing the force balance of the tokamak equilibrium， 

which is dependent on a distributed current source． 

This fully reconstructed equilibrium has been nor— 

mally performed off the line using a fitting—sensitive 

c0de such as EFIT [51
．  

An approximate solution to the Grad—Shafranov 

equilibrium relation is found to be best fit for the 

diagnostic measurements so that an equilibrium so— 

lution consistent with the force balance，expressed in 

terms of the spatial distributions of the plasma cur— 

rent profile and poloidal flux，is available in real time 

for accurate evaluation of the discharge parameters． 

The algorithm is very similar to that of EFIT，and 

the equilibrium-reconstructing algorithm has been 

implemented on the digital plasma control system[。】 

for the DIII—D tokamak 

3．1 Isoflux control method 

Shape control is implemented with an “isoflux” 

technique[ 
，
with which a set of locations is speci— 

fled to define the desired plasma boundary，and the 

poloidal field coil currents are adJusted to keep the 

poloidal flux equal at all of these locations． 

The case of a single null divertor discharge shape 

is illustrated in Fig．5，where the diamonds indicate 

the control points at the locations the value of the 

flux is controlled．Because the control is not based 

directly on errors of the shape，but rather on errors 

of the local poloidal flux at the control points
，
the 

requirements of the equilibrium·-reconstructing algo．． 

rithm are reduced since calculation of the plasma 

boundary is not necessary． 
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■ 

Fig·5 HT一7U shape“lsoflux”control sketch map 

In general，in the isofluX technique
， some points 

will be set on the plasma boundary to adjust the 

poloidal coils current for keeping the poloidal flux 

equal to these setup values．In order to calculate the 

flux at the control points
， the plasma current is taken 

as many current loops located on the rectangle grids
．  

The total flux of the control point is produced bv the 

following items：(1)the rectangle grids current(2) 

the current of the PF coils(3)vacuum—vessel curren￡ 

induced by the overall poloidal magnetic field
． The 

response vector)multiple—response vector and loop 

current vector will be first calculated with the pro- 

portional coefficient(Green’S Function)to get the 

value of the flux in real time
． The required speed of 

shape control algorithm is mainly determined bv the 

■ 

■ 

frequency response of the poloidal field power supply 

and the field—penetrating time
． During this period， 

the loop will include： 

·The diagnostic data acquired
．  

·The equilibrium reconstruction performed
．  

·The error value between the control—point flux 

and the reference flux． 

·the calculated commands sent to coil power sup— 

ply． 

3．2 Real—time equilibrium arithmetic 

Although shape control algorithm has satisfied re
—  

quirement of most physics experiment
． modern toka． 

mak experiments request a higher precision perfor
-  

mance． The real—time EFIT feedback contro1 is 
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indispensable to the HT一7U superconducting toka— 

mak．The task of the equilibrium reconstruction al— 

gorithm is to compute the distributions on the R， 

Z plane of the poloidal flux and the toroidal cur— 

rent density Jt，providing a least squares best fit for 

the diagnostic data，which simultaneously satisfies 

the model given by the Grad—Shafranov equation： 

△ = 一 0R (R， )，where the total poloidal 

flux is ： + 。il，where is the poloidal 

flux resulting from the plasma current and Dil is 

the poloidal flux generated by the current external 

to the plasma． The diagnostic data consist of the 

measured flux and field outside the plasma，plasma 

current from a Rogowskii loop，and current in the 

poloidal field coils． The equilibrium solution con— 

sists of values of and Jt on a rectangular grid that 

covers the entire area of vacuum vesse1．The current 

is modeled as being distributed among a set of rect— 

angular elements，in which the centered one is taken 

as a grid point．There are typically a total number 

of 1000 grid points or more． The large number of 

grids allows the solution to provide a realistic distri- 

bution of the current profile，including a finite cur— 

rent density at the discharge edge．The current den— 

sity is modeled，however，by only a small number of 

free parameters： (R， )=只 ( )+—lio F F'(~)]， 
where P is the plasma pressure，FF’is related to 

the poloidal current，with the prime indicating a to— 

tal derivative with respect to poloidal flux
． Simple 

polynomial models are used for FF ( )and P ( )： 

P ( )= ∑ 5 ，FF ( )= ∑ 7 ，where 

5j 【50，51，。一， np J and 【70，71，⋯ ，J are 
the free parameters of the iteration for the plasma 

current profile，and the Ⅳ=( 一 xix)／( dy一 

xis)is the flux normalized to the flux difference 

from the center to the edge of the discharge
， xis 

is the flux on the magnetic axis
， and dv is the 

flux on the last closed flux surface
． The most gen— 

eral approach to the fitting problem is to treat all 

toroidal current sources as unknown values
． Thus． 

in addition to the free parameters in the parame一 
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terization of Jt，the current in the external poloidal 

field coils can be free parameters and，potentially， 

the induced currents in the vacuum vessel and sup- 

port structures can be treated in this way as wel1． 

The reference flux value ef is also treated as a free 

parameter with the measured value weighted by its 

uncertainty being used as a constraint． Thus the 

total vector of unknowns for the fitting problem is： 

U= [，c，面， ef]，where Ic is the vector of exter— 

nal current sources(coils and induced currents)and 
= [面， ]is the vector of unknowns in the plasma 

current parameterization．Here it iterates the solu— 

tions for and until the change in between the 

two successive iterations is smal1． 

In the real—time version of the equilibrium． 

reconstructing algorithm，the basic idea of this a1． 

gorithm believes that the equilibrium evolves too 

quickly in a tokamak，and the change since the previ． 

OUS solution can be accounted for a few iterations
， so 

that the result is sufficiently accurate for discharge 

contro1．The time—consuming process of iterating the 

calculated solution for a fixed set of diagnostic data 

is eliminated． Instead．for each new reconstructed 

equilibrium a new set of diagnostic data is acquired
， 

the most recent equilibrium solution is used as the 

starting point，and one iteration is performed
． If the 

equilibrium is not evoNing too quickly
，
the change 

since the previous solution can be accounted for one 

iteration so that the result is sufficiently accurate 

for discharge contro1．If the equilibrium evolves so 

slowly that the diagnostic data do not change from 

one sample to the next，then this procedure would 

be the same as that of the off-line algorithm
． 

4 Sum m ary 

HT一7U PF control system has several advantages 

over other tokamaks in the world such as acquisition 

speed，acquisition mode，system rationality
， and ad— 

vanced appliance technology，with following merits： 

a． This system adopts a par allel acquisition
， 

while J ET uses only a delay acquisition
， with which 

——— ■ ■——— ■— ■一  
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the data can’t be acquired simultaneously．Although 

parallel acquisition is used by Dill—D，but its acqui— 

sition speed is too slow to control its precision， 

b． System design is suitable．The frame，hard— 

ware and the methods of HT一7U tokamak PF control 

system are more reasonable after investigating vari— 

OUS system flames of other tokamak in the world to 

avoid congenital shortcomings． 

c． The advanced appliance technologies are used， 

such as VXI technology，being a high—lighted new 

technology during the last decade of the twenty cen— 

tury，leading to assurance of high—speed，stabiliza— 

tion，good compatibility in the measurement and 

contro1． 

This itern iS a one su b_item of China Nine～Five 

Key Science Project—HT7U superconducting toka- 

mak，as an Item of Planning Investment No．1303 

under the sponsorship of China Planning and De— 

velopment Committee． 
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